Your administration is committed to building the infrastructure, opportunities, and community that your citizens want—so why is participation in public meetings and open forums so low? It's not because your citizens don't care about local projects—it's because you need a better, modern way to share information, open channels for dialog, and synthesize their feedback.

To help inform your decision-making and better engage citizens, CivicPlus integrates with the Civil Space public consultation platform. Civil Space's unique engagement and collaboration software enables local governments to efficiently and effectively educate citizens on current issues, and gauge public interest, sentiments, concerns, and excitement for the topics that will most impact their community from annual budgeting to development projects and everything in between.
Civil Space is a people-centric engagement platform built to help communities and organizations co-design better futures.

**Increase the Amount of High-Quality Feedback You Receive**
Set up your engagements to appear on your CivicPlus website to include just enough context to ensure your community is informed, but not overwhelmed.

**Help Your Audiences Understand the Whole Process**
Quickly build project hub pages to communicate a project’s purpose and stages, and share essential contacts, files, media, and open engagements.

**Unlock Insights with Ease; Get to Impactful Meaning Faster**
Built-in cross tabbing and filtering for quantitative responses and open-ended text analysis helps get you from engagement completion to actionable results understood in record time.
Civil Space Engagement and Collaboration Functionality

Civil Space provides a robust platform and integrates with your CivicPlus solutions so you can do more, with less.

For more information about Civil Space and how you can use it to gain the insights that you need to make informed community decisions and close gaps in citizen engagement, contact your client success manager.